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Q&A MORNING SESSION
Moderator
Dr. Schiller and Dr. Kaufman emphasized that setting too high a threshold for voter turnout
is unproductive, and all three speakers this morning spoke of advancing the educational
process so that voters could have full knowledge of what they are having a referendum on.
How to implement this process is probably something that people on the floor would like
to ask. Letʼs take questions now.
Question
Mr. Waters, Iʼd like to ask your opinion on the emphasis on national issues versus local
issues for referendums. In Taiwan, we are also discussing which kinds of issues can be
referendum issues, and which kinds cannot; we are asking, on which issues do people have
the right to a referendum, and on which do they not. Also, Iʼm wondering why they donʼt
use referendums at the national level in the United States, and why some states do use
referendums, with certain regulations, while others do not?
Answer
[Dane Waters]
The citizen initiative process exists in 24 states, whereas the referendum issue is available
in all 50 states, where the government can put issues on the ballot. The 24 states that
adopted the initiative process did so between 1898 and 1914, with a few exceptions
afterwards. The natural question then, is, why have other states not adopted it since then,
and why has the process not been implemented at the national level? Simply put, itʼs
because of the lawmakersʼ decision that they do not like the citizens to have power and
control using the initiative process. In the US, state legislatures must put on the ballot
a constitutional amendment giving citizens the right to have the initiative process; state
lawmakers have chosen not to give citizens this right in the states which do not have the
process. At the national level, the last debate on implementing or establishing a citizen
initiative process at the national level was held in 1976, but since then there has not been a
national discussion in Congress on this. Itʼs important that people understand that citizens
in the United States strongly support the initiative and referendum process at all levels of
government by over 70 percent, but they cannot do anything to expand the process unless
the state legislatures and Congress allow that to happen. Unless the government acts, the
citizens cannot have that ability.
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I firmly believe that whatʼs good for the goose is good for the gander; there should be no
disparities, citizens are sovereign. I think if state legislators and members of Congress
have the right to do something, then citizens should have the same right. Citizens are not
giving their representatives more authority or power than they themselves have, thus I
do not think that any issues should be off the table as far as the initiative and referendum
processes are concerned.
Question
Professor Schiller and Mr. Waters, both of you mentioned referendums as complimentary
mechanisms of representative democracy. But here in Taiwan, probably referendums
will be represented as a counterforce to the political structure, between polarized political
parties, because legislators are sometimes considered to be the source of political chaos.
People want to participate in political activities directly. In the 1990ʼs, Taiwan amended
the Constitution six times through the National Assembly, but now, we still lack the de jure
sovereignty status even though Taiwan does have de facto sovereignty. The TSU would
like to rewrite the Constitution to give Taiwan de jure sovereignty status. Please comment
on this kind of political development in Taiwan, from the European and US viewpoints.
Answers
[Theo Schiller]
As a cautionary note, it is not easy for people like us to come to Taiwan and just enter in
the middle of a political debate. As I said in my presentation, there is one area in which
referendums have had an important role in world history, and that is on the question of state
identity and independence, and everything that goes with it. I could not recommend to the
Taiwanese people to just introduce referendums to make a decision on independence. I
can only say that if there is the political will to approach a decision towards independence,
this fundamental decision should only be made with a referendum, as it would need the
support of the whole people.
For ordinary public policy decisions, there can be an initiative and referendum law that is
not connected to the independence issue. I think by differentiating a level of public policy
referendums and constitutional referendums, and perhaps a referendum on independence,
one could have a less emotional debate on how to regulate and make possible the
regulations of a referendum process.
[Dane Waters]
I think itʼs important the referendum is not considered the means to the end. I think there
needs to be two discussions in Taiwan: One, how do we empower the citizens of Taiwan,
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give them the tools through which they may exercise their sovereign rights – that is the
I&R process. Dr. Schiller is right, I think it seems that the referendum process is being
discussed because of the inability of the legislature to deal with some complex issues and
because of the national identity issue. Many people in Taiwan think that the only way
to address the national identity issue is through a referendum. Now, that may be true,
however, the two discussions must be separate: You need to talk about empowering the
citizens, putting in place proper rules and procedures for that to happen – then once, and
only after, that is done, should the discussion turn to how the process ought to be used.
I do personally believe that the only legitimate way to address the sovereignty issue is
through a referendum. I do not believe that any constitution or amendment is legitimate
unless ratified by the people, so I do endorse that these core issues be addressed through
the referendum process, but the debate must be separated into, a) empowering the people,
and b) how the process will be utilized.
Question
The mayor of Taipei has been opposed to direct democracy, arguing that Hitler has called
for the most referendums in history, and thus that referendums will only work for the
Nazis, for totalitarianism in general. Without getting you involved in domestic politics, Iʼd
like to ask whether it is true that Hitler has called the most referendums, and is it valid, that
people believe referendums can only be effective in totalitarian systems?
Answers
[Theo Schiller]
It is true that from 1933 to 1945, there were exactly three referendum calls in Germany, but
they did not play any major role in the process of setting up a totalitarian regime. One must
realize that Hitler did not come to power by referendum, but by electoral victory – he did
not receive a total majority in 1933, but almost, and he formed a coalition government. If
youʼd like to fight historically Hitler and a totalitarian regime like that, you have to dispose
of democracy. To be more general, I mentioned in my talk Iʼd leave out authoritarian
referendums, and these three cases in German history certainly were such. If you have a
totalitarian government in control of everything, including the media, public opinion, the
political parties, you can force people to turn out for votes and vote “yes.” So, if I talk
about the type of totalitarian referendum, Iʼm referring to those with voter turnouts of more
than 95 percent, and “yes” votes of some 95, 99 percent. These are processes fabricated
from above. But, this only works if there already is a totalitarian regime – and thus it is
so important to have electoral rules in a democracy and direct democracy rules that are
designed in such a way that no totalitarianism can result. Democracy must regulate such
areas – the same applies to electoral laws.
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[Adrian Schmid]
Last year there was a so-called referendum in Iraq, where 110 percent voted for Saddam
Hussein. We must look at the quality and context of the political system in which
referendums are developed. Thereʼs a basic misunderstanding, even an unwillingness
to see what democracy is. When you ask, “do you want democracy?,” then of course
everybody today says “yes” – and you accept that people are sovereign. Yet concerning
the election of representatives, if people are competent enough to choose between many
different programs and political parties in complex political systems, why shouldnʼt they
be competent enough to vote on single issues? That is a counter argument that I think can
be used when people argue that initiatives and referendums take democracy too far.
[Dane Waters]
This argument of Hitler using referendums to consolidate power is an argument Iʼve often
heard in my travels around the world to talk about I&R. Yet this is frustrating because Hitler
controlled all aspects of government, whereas if youʼll establish I&R process, you must
have strong, separated branches of government, checks and balances. There is no doubt
that if one individual controlled every aspect of government in Taiwan, they could abuse
their power; therefore, we must make sure that there are legitimate checks and balances on
each branch of government, as there are in the States. Another thing is, Germany did not
have the citizen initiative process to check government as well. Establishing not only the
referendum but also the citizen initiative process is critical, so that citizens may have that
ultimate check and balance on the government.
Questions
[Q1]
Iʼd like you to elaborate on your presentation, Bruno. First, the effect of non-binding
votes, is that they create the possibility for manipulation, could you elaborate? And also,
the question of the “50 percent plus 1 threshold” as not being realistic, because it means
that voters and non-voters are counted, could you elaborate on that? Also, Mr. Gross, how
do you deal with the media in referendum campaigns; especially in places like Taiwan,
where the media is extremely polarized and represent clear and separate factions – how
do you ensure a good education process for the media, to carry out a fair, transparent, and
logistically sound referendum campaign?
[Q2]
Mr. Kauffman, first, Iʼm very impressed by your observation that direct democracy as
increased the awareness of the public. You spoke about putting limitations on the Swiss
experience. I was wondering when you would introduce the issue of non-nuclear policies,
and how the issue of limitations is discussed during the process.
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[Q3]
I have to make a correction on the historianʼs statement of the Mayor, so that our foreign
guests donʼt get the wrong impression. Our Mayor, Dr. Ma, has not been against direct
democracy, though he said heʼs against any kind of referendum without legislative
grounds, so that any legal binding fact is denied – we need explicit legislation. I think
this is the point that Professor Schiller and Mr. Waters have made. My question is to Mr.
Kauffman, concerns the attitude of the Swiss people to government-initiated referendums.
Many people wonder why so many referendums in Europe are initiated by the government,
whereas the model-land of Switzerland only has referendums controlled and initiated by
the people themselves.
Answers
[Dane Waters]
On thresholds and turnout, people have as much right not to participate in the electoral
process, as the right to participate. Setting minimum thresholds punishes individuals for
not participating, and this is not allowing a true democracy. As far as voter competence
and knowledge of laws, in California, itʼs clear, if you ask any citizen on the street to name
five laws passed by the State Legislature in the past five years, they wonʼt be able to name a
single one; but you ask them to name laws that have come about through the I&R process,
they can name you tons. Citizens are more knowledgeable and aware of issues that are put
directly before them.
[Theo Schiller]
Governments and parliaments do not like I&R processes, as they see them as rivals.
Governments and parliaments still debate on whether to observe referendums; they want
to decide later whether to observe referendums results or not, thus they have non-binding
elections. Parliaments cannot agree on outcomes. You shouldnʼt introduce non-binding
referendums when you introduce I&R laws. Also, in the discussion on thresholds, if
you introduce a 50 percent participation rate, people who donʼt like the process can just
abstain, boycott; in Italy for example, the initiative process has played a big role, yet
since the mid-1990ʼs when Silvio Berlusconi and his team have become an important
force, they have advocated boycotting, leading to invalid referendums. Thus people feel
frustrated in putting so much energy to work on the referendum, take part in the debate,
take positions, and in the end, itʼs null, nothing – this is a bad development. Thresholds are
undemocratic. Finally, we are in agreement that you need good legislation to regulate I&R
processes. Plebiscites are not the same as citizensʼ decisions. Often in Europe, there have
been government-triggered plebiscites. Thereʼs a big problem around that. Interestingly,
concerning the European integration process, even if decisions are government-triggered,
they are de facto binding, because itʼs more and more of a norm or tradition that you have
citizensʼ decisions, so even if they are de jure non-binding, they are de facto binding.
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[Andreas Gross]
I would like to make one comment on the participation threshold and on governmentcalled referenda. In the case of Italy, you have a 50 percent participation threshold,
which means that if you have 45 percent voting yes on a referendum, and if there is no
one voting no, then the referendum is lost; if there were 10 percent no votes, then the
referendum would be carried. This is a crazy process that invites the boycott strategy. As
for referendums in Europe, as has been explained by Bruno Kauffman, when it was said
that theyʼre government-triggered, we must be more precise. Most often, the government
took the move to have a parliamentary majority vote on a call for referendum. In most
cases in Europe, for example now when East European states decide on accession to the
European Community, or when Sweden decides on adopting the Euro, or when the British
government in the 1970s decided on maintaining membership in the European Union, it
was not only the government but the parliamentary governing majority that was the actor
that called the referendum.
[Adrian Schmid]
Concerning referendums initiated by the government. Direct democratic constitutions
means that every constitutional change is done only by the people themselves. Of course,
you can say that the government and parliament offers changes, but they do so knowing
that they may only pass when the people approve them. It is true that those changes in the
Constitution that have been proposed by the government and Parliament in Switzerland
passed three times better than those that were proposed by the people themselves, though
this is a reflection of society – take for example in California, where they have more
mistrust in government.
[Dane Waters]
I wouldnʼt say that the people of California have less faith in their government than the
people in the Swiss government! Though there is no doubt that when you look at the polls
in California, 80 percent of the people question the motives of the government when they
act on any issue.
[Theo Schiller]
Direct and indirect democracy are complimentary, not antagonistic elements, but it must be
clear in the laws and the constitution, how the complimentary functions, which has what
rights when. There should be no openings for maneuvering in this sense; you must have
finely tuned regulations.
Now, on the media, you can say very much. I stress that direct democracy is based on
communication, that it softens politics, while it diminishes domination structures and
increases freedom and debate. The culture of media changes too when you have direct
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democracy – it will decrease the polarization in the media. In a debate on an important
issue, when the debate is good, deep, long, people learn that the issues are not black and
white – and the newspapers will learn this also. When you have a monopolistic media
culture, it becomes more pluralistic with direct democracy, as newspapers do not want to
lose people as clients. Before referendums, they will be open to both sides so that they do
not upset any part of the people; in this sense, to keep all people as their clients after the
vote, they will represent all sides. The culture of discussion, the way the people discuss
and the way the media organizes the debate, changes when you have direct democracy.
You cannot guarantee a good debate by law, but itʼs a contribution to higher quality when
direct democracy rights are introduced.
Questions
[Q1]
For Professor Schiller, you mentioned that you donʼt want to deal with plebiscites. Is
this term always in the authoritarian context? In South Korea, because of the low public
approval rate of the President, he mentioned having a plebiscite as an approval for his
leadership. Related to this question, we have I&R, but we donʼt deal with plebiscites. We
also donʼt see the term “participatory democracy.” Is “plebiscite” a negative term now?
[Q2]
For Mr. Waters, you have Jefferson, yes, but also Madison, who was a great advocate of
representative democracy. I think we should hear both sides of the debate. Also, how do
you see John Calhounʼs idea of concurrent majority – how do you see that idea fair in a
system of referendums?
[Q3]
Because all of you are coming from Europe, but in the Asia-Pacific, mechanisms for
referendums do not seem to function as well. Why?
Answers
[Theo Schiller]
Regarding the terminology of plebiscites and referendum, terminology questions can be
debated all day long. There are so many uses of the terms in different countries – and even
within one country, for instance in my own country, Germany. I choose a certain route
of terminology here. Take the example of Germany: When people in Germany want to
convey a negative evaluation of a referendum, they use the term plebiscite; this may be the
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case in other European countries as well. There may be places where the term plebiscite is
used neutrally, in which case, you can use it interchangeably with referendum. The basic
difference is, whether a process of a popular vote makes it possible for the free expression
of the will of the people. That is the substance. There are countries and occasions where
there is no possibility, or an impaired possibility, for the free expression of the will of the
people – in which case, I would use the term plebiscite.
You also used the term participatory democracy. This is a concept that belongs to this
debate. It is a much broader concept, dealing with formal institutional mechanisms of
participatory democracy – including I&R. But participatory democracy will include more,
for instance, the informal activities of civil society groups – protests, demonstrations,
media campaigns of non-governmental organizations, all kinds of activities that make it
possible to set up cooperative forms of economic or social life – this is a much broader
concept. Today, we speak on a more specific topic within this broad concept.
Iʼm not an expert on Asian political cultures. I think that what is important for the I&R
processes to work, is that there is a basis of a political culture, where the individual and
groups of individuals count, and where you have a basis for guaranteed human rights
– individual and collective rights. One would have to go through different Asian countries
and look where these conditions are being met, are in development, or are not developed
fully yet. In terms of constitutional fundamentals, every individual having the rights to
engage in political action in a free, democratic manner is the minimum.
[Adrian Schmid]
We must be humble, to understand that even if we have theoretical backgrounds, the
practical experiences are so different, and the use of words with many different languages
and experiences makes things difficult, though we should find as precise definitions as
possible. Referendums, I would say, are citizensʼ decisions on issues by popular votes
triggered by law, or a non-majority initiative.
[Dane Waters]
Especially in the academic community, everything has to fit into a box. We have to have
exact terminology: participatory democracy, direct democracy, obligatory democracy,
referendums, plebiscites. Regardless of what you want to call it, and thereʼs never going
to be a consensus on terminology – Iʼve come to accept that – but the reality is, you have
to talk in terms of citizen empowerment. Itʼs as simple as this: a) Citizens have the right to
put issues on the ballot, b) governments have the right to put issues on the ballot. However
you want to label it, it is going to be subject to debate. I would encourage, as Bruno said,
if we can come to some consensus so that thereʼs no misunderstanding, thatʼs very key, at
the same time, I would urge all of us not to get wrapped up in definitions and terminology
– because the more important issue, is what actually, tangibly, is going to take place.
As far as our Founding Fathers, there was no consensus on how our Constitution would
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be formed, rather it is the result of a series of compromises. Madison feared the tyranny
of the majority, and believed that direct democracy was not necessarily a good thing, as he
feared that the majority would always outweigh the minority. Another reality is the reality
of the times, when direct democracy in the US wasnʼt practical, as there was no mass
communication, no ability to get issues from the federal government out to the states. But
James Madison was also a man who thought slavery was okay, who didnʼt think women
should be given the right to vote, and the reality is, that eventually, Thomas Jefferson was
proven to be right, that referendums and direct democracy is a good thing. Our Founding
Fathers created a living, breathing document, that has Article 5, which allows it to be
changed when necessary, and I said in my speech, our state constitutions mirrored that,
allowing change. After 100 years of our democracy, it became clear that there needed
to be new tools, new checks and balances, no matter what our Founding Fathers said.
Thatʼs why I&R came about. In the US, thereʼs a tendency to say that our Constitution
is sacrosanct, an enshrinement of our Founding Fathers, but thatʼs a very short-sighted
view of any Constitution, because people should view constitutions as living, breathing
documents that work for the current times.
[Andreas Gross]
Language is never innocent. In the etymology of the word plebiscite, you have the
Roman word “plebes,” a very negative word for the most negative part of the people.
And this connotation is built into the notion. When you want to look for negatives in
direct democracy, you look for words in which the negative is imbedded. When you look
to French history, the French were the first to use an authoritarian referendum, so-called
plebiscites, and since then, they thought direct democracy is authoritarian. Thatʼs why the
Left at the end of the nineteenth century was against direct democracy – because it was so
clear that itʼs authoritarian, and the Left forgot its own revolution. Also, this manipulative
language is built into democratic circles, and encouraged by those who want to exclude
direct democracy. Yet direct democracy has to include representative democracy.
No turning to Asia; there is a governor in India who is working on direct democracy at
the sub-federal level, which actually is much larger than many European countries. To
understand Japan, I was born in Japan, although stayed there only from zero to seven, but
I am sensitive to Japan. In Japan, society is hierarchical. Hierarchy is perhaps the most
antagonistic to direct democracy, as direct democracy culture is a very flat view of the
people – you make a flat triangle when designing the structure. Also, in Japan, democracy
was imported. In the United States, theyʼre democratic on the state level, but hierarchical
on the foreign policy and national level, and in this sense, itʼs not such a surprise that
a democracy brought by the Americans in Japan cannot quite be democratic, in a way.
Nevertheless, you have new social movements in Japan, and people are gaining self-trust –
important to building direct democracy. You not only see local and regional referendums,
on nuclear power plants in Japan for example, you also see massive manifestations, for
instance over the construction of the Tokyo airport 20 years ago. It could well be that
Japanese society is changing, and in 10, 20 years, youʼll hear a debate as weʼre having now
at the national level of Japanese politics.
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Moderator
Thank you all for participating in this productive discussion this morning.
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